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the conflict of opinion and in the struggle for vested interests, a settle-
ment may be authoritatively made which would practically destroy the
Corporations, deprive the profession of the control of its own affairs,
and establish a state despotism. To prevent such an undesirable con-
summation, mutual concessions must be made by the democratic and the
oligarchic sections of our community. The former must admit the
rights of the latter to a share in the government of the profession, and
the latter must support the cardinal demand ofthe former for represen-
tation in the Medical Council. Unfortunately, the Medical Council
declined last year and the year before to act in accordance with the
wishes of the profession and place itself at the head of the movement
for making the Council a trmly representative body ; and, during the
session just concluded, attention has been directed solely to the manu-
facture of combined examining boards out of existing materials, with-
out reference to the subject of the constitution of the Council. Such
lamentable indifference does not promote a reverend confidence in the
Council, and might have been more injurious but for two fortunate
occurrences. The first is the great and beneficial effort of the earnest
reformers in Birmingham, and the second the introduction of Sir John
Gray's Bill. This Bill appears to me to contain some excellent provim
sions, and to be capable of being moulded in committee into a satis-
factory settlement. The addition which the Bill proposes to make to
the Council, of twelve members chosen by the profession-a step ad-
vocated by myself in your columns in September i868-would renovate
and refresh the Council; and if it were accompanied, as I then sug-
gested in modification of Dr. Prosser James's scheme, by the extension
of the franchise in the Corporations to the Fellows of the Colleges of
Surgeons, to the Members as well as to the Fellows of Colleges of Phy-
sicians, and to University graduates, the Council would become an
assembly thoroughly representative of the various local and general in-
terests of our body politic. Physicians, surgeons, general practitioners,
University graduates, pharmaceutists, the Crown, and the public, would
all possess representatives.
The chief objection urged to my plan is, that the Council would be

too large and more talkative than ever. If it were found so, and if
any interest were over-represented, a method of reduction could easily
be discovered in the combination of bodies of a similar kind. But I
doubt very much whether the Council would be too large or too talka-
tive. It must be remembered that this renovated Council would have
the scope of its deliberations enlarged, and probably extended to all
matters affecting the profession; that it would be endowed with ab-
solute power over the Corporations in regard to medical education;
that, however lengthy a debate might be-and debates on important
topics will and ought to be lengthy if their subject is to be completely
sifted-a vote would be taken at the end of it, and the decision of the
majority would be final. " Recommendations" thrown into waste-paper
baskets would be at an end, for the decisions of the Council would
have the force of law over the Corporations represented in it. More-
over, more committees would be required, and these could not be
manned without a sufficient number of members of Council. Lastly,
a small Council, if less talkative, would be liable to come to hasty con-
clusions, and to grow. arbitrary and despotic. For these reasons I dis-
miss the numerical objection to the increase of the members of Council
from twenty-four to thirty-six, especially if the provisions in Sir John
Gray's Bill for the payment of representatives by their constituents be
adopted.

A.- Councet thus constituted, and possessed of adequate authority,
might safely be left to deal with the formation of examining boards.
In a very short space of time a single examining board would be esta-
blished in each division of the kingdom, responsible to the Branch
Council, which in its turn would be responsible to the General Council.
Examinations would be made uniform and fees equal by the promulga-
tion of a code for their regulation ; and one qualification certifying
competency in every branch of practice would be substituted for many
of variable values. What that qualification should be called, in what
manner examiners should be appointed, to whom the fees should be
paid, and how the fees should be expended, are questions on which the
length of this letter now forbids the record of my opinion. Let us
succeed in gaining the one great fundamental privilege for which the
British Medical Association and its JOURNAL have so long and perse-
veringly striven-the formation of a Council, representing not a few
hundred members of the profession in high places, but every member
of it throughout the kingdom; and let this Council be armed with
plenary powers, and all other reforms will be secured without injury to
vested interests, and with the advantage of obtaining for the medical
commonalty the regulation of their own affairs.

I am, etc., WALTER RIVINGTON.
London, March 1870.

PROTRACTED GESTATION.
Sia,-In your notice of a recent case in which the question of pro.

tracted gestation arose, you state that "the alleged father had no access to
the mother later than 30I days before its birth." The real dates, which
were undisputed, were from April I4th to February x5th, making 307
days. To make out a probable case of protraction to this extraordinary
excess, it was suggested that the plaintiff was taken in labour six days
before she was actually delivered; and that these six days might be
subtracted, leaving 30I days, still a rather severe trial of credulity.
The plaintiff was attended in her labour by a midwife only. The
waters, it is said, estaped on the Tuesday, the child being born on the
following Saturday, alive; the perinaeum was torn. There was nothing
very unusual in childbed. Does the escape of waters prove the exist-
ence of true labour ? Who has not known a discharge of waters to take
place days and weeks before labour, causing a false alarm? Of course,
in this case, it might have been the liquor amnii that escaped. As.
sume that it was. Is it likely that active labour would go on, the waters
discharged, the uterus contracting, without the supervention of such
suffering as would compel the midwife to call in further assistance, or
without ending in the death of the child? The perineal laceration
is certainly no proof of protracted labour.

However, granted the first wonder-a labour protracted for six days,
ending in the birth of a live child, without skilled assistance-there
remain 30I days. To reduce this, another hypothesis is invoked; the
theory of impregnation occurring some days after insemination, z; e.,
the sexual intercourse. Granted this second wonder-granted six days
more for this-there yet remain 295 days for legitimate gestation-a
third wonder, not a little startling. Taking 27I days as the normal
period from coitus to delivery, a period which the experience of mankind
and the researches of science concur in proving to include insemination,
impregnation, gestation, and labour, the jury was called upon to believe
that three special departures from the ordinary laws of nature were
manifested in favour of this plaintiff. That three events, each of them
exceptional and improbable, should be thus accumulated, makes a fourth
wonder, more surprising even than its separate components.
What I have said, will not, I hope, be taken as implying the smallest

reflection upon the medical evidence given on the other side. Dr. Tanner
and Mr. J. F. Clarke stated the case in favour of the probability of pro-
tracted gestation with perfect fairness. If we accept the testimony to
be found in the various authors which they quoted, no doubt the pos-
sibility of gestation being protracted to 30I days must be conceded;
but Dr. Tyler Smith and myself contended that this testimony has been
weakened by more recent research; that the calculation from a men-
strual period is untrustworthy; that the few exceptional cases calculated
from a supposed single coitus are also open to doubt; and that the
analogical argument drawn from the variable duration of pregnancy in
cows and mares is overstrained, and requires revision.

It is obviously a matter of so much importance to society, that claims
based upon a wide departure from the laws of nature should not be
lightly recognised, that I trust I maybe excused for this letter.

I am, etc., ROBERT BARNES.
3r, Grosvenor Street, Grosvenor Square, W., March 7th, 1870.

IS IT NOT INCUMBENT ON THE MEDICAL PROFES-
SION TO REMOVE CERTAIN POPULAR PREJUDICES

IN REFERENCE TO THE CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES ACT?

SIR,-It was very satisfactory for the medical supporters of the Con-
tagious Diseases Acts to learn, from the last number of the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOLTRNAL, that the editor fully coincided in the views taken
by the heads of the profession, that "prevention of disease is a very
adequate motive why those surgeons who believe in the efficacy of the
measures contemplated by the Act should be willing to carry out its
provisions, and, however disagreeable, there would be nothing degrad-
ing in such duties."
May I venture to remark that if it be true, as you assert, that " every

one not of the profession must almost necessarily regard such duties as
disgusting, and be ready to infer that none but the coarser and inferior
portion of our members wiJl be willing to undertake them", it is only
an additional reason why surgeons, who know the facts, should attempt
to remove the prejudice; and the promoters of the Contagious Diseases
Act naturally look to you, who have so often lent your pages to the
elucidation of the subject, for support in their endeavour.

I have no hesitation in asserting that medical men are primarily re-
sponsible for the prejudice with which the public regard this question and
all cognate cpics. If the surgeons of the fifteenth century had possessed
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the same knowledge of venereal complaints as those of the nineteenth,
the treatment of these affections would not have lapsed from legitimate
practitioners into the hands of itinerant vendors of quack medicines-
men who, for the vilest purposes, have always fostered the idea that there
is something peculiarly loathsome in the disease and secret in the treat-
ment. We have much prejudice to overcome on this score, for an
erroneous notion is still deeply rooted in the public mind that educated
men do not like to treat these ailments, and that surgeons of position
do not care to have it supposed that they occupy themselves with these
affections ; hence it is that in the nineteenth as in the fifteenth century
advertisers of nostrums flourish. The time has, however, I think,
come when the public should be made fully aware that the consulting-
surgeons of the day have thoroughly mastered the laws relating to
venereal diseases; that syphilis is now as amenable to treatment as other
constitutional affections, and that educated men are able and willing*
to treat venereal complaints as readily as any other to which the human
frame is liable. My private opinion is, and I hope to have it supported
by you, that the discussion of these matters by medical men has now
satisfactorily shown that the Contagious Diseases Act is but a division
of a still larger question-Prostitution, which, again, cannot be dis-
cussed, much less settled, without our possessing considerable know-
ledge of the kindred questions of Illegititnacy ad Infanticide.

I am happy to note that the public press is about to follow the ex-
ample of the medical journals. The Telegraph has, during the last
few days, in a leading article, made the important admission "that
the question can be suppressed no longer-that it concerns the
very life and future history of the nation, and must be carried, as is
our wont, before the tribunal of national opinion."
Our opponents believe that their energy and agitation will have suf-

ficient influence not only to prevent the extension of the existing Con-
tagious Diseases Act to the civil population, but even to effect its
repeal. Time will show how far this conviction is well founded.
Whether the nation will ultimately accept these Acts, and the benefits
obtainable from their operation, or not, one thing is certain, the condition
of our streets after nightfall will no longer be allowed to be a national
disgrace: moreover, " The Ladies' Anti-Contagious Diseases Associa-
tion" now admits that the condition of their fallen sisterhood requires
investigation, and they take blame to themselves for having so long ne-
glected it. To conclude, I think you will agree with me that, as public
feeling is now fully aroused to the necessity of investigating these ques-
tions, professional men must be prepared to take their part in the dis-
cussion; and Government must look to surgeons to carry out the pre-
ventive and sanitary measures which our special knowledge may re-
commend for the alleviation of the sufferings of women who are often
more sinned against than sinning. I am, etc.,

Queen Anne Street, March I869. W. ACTON.

CARBOLIC ACID TREATMENT.
SIR,-In a notice of the antiseptic treatment in Mr. Lister's wards,

which appears in the JOURNAL of February I9, you express a wish
to receive information as to whether the compound fractures in a
case to which you refer communicated with the ankle and elbow-joints
respectively. WVith regard to the ankle, there was a severe compound
dislocation, the end of the fibula protruding through the wound, the
joint being laid freely open; in the elbow the wound communicated
with the seat of fracture, and, the bone being broken across between
the coronoid process and the insertion of the triceps, the joint was of
necessity opened.

I take this opportunity of correcting an inaccuracy which has crept
into the Report, to the effect that no death has occurred in Mr. Lister's
wards since he has had charge of them. I mentioned to your reporter,
when he was in Edinburgh, that no death had occurred in these wards
during my House-Surgeoncy, but I did not enter upon my office until
Christmas, and did not intend to speak of the previous period of Mr.
Lister's incumbency. I am, etc., WM. J. CLEAVER, M.B.,

House-Surgeon of the Clinical Wards.
** We must apologise for still wishing for more definite facts. Does

* You may recollect that, a few years ago, Mr. Solly, at a meeting of the RoyalMedical and Chirurgical Society, said: "That, far from considering syphilis as anevil, he regarded it, on the contrary, as a blessing; and believed that it was inflicted.by the Almighty to act as a restraint upon the indulgence of evil passions. Couldthe disease be exterminatcd, which he hoped it could not (marks of disapprobation),fornication would run rampant through the land." The public, reading the aboveremarks, might naturally suppose that a gentleman holding these opinions would nothimself treat syphilis, as by doing so he would thwart the designs of Providence,which are Presumptuously conjectured to be specially known to him. Mr. Simon,the Medical Officer of the Privy Council, has recently published opinions which havebeen frequently quoted, giving many reasons against what he has been pleased tocall " the disinfection of prostitutes".

the expression, "end of the fibula protruding," refer to the external mal-
leolus or to the broken part of the fibula above the joint ? Was the carti-
lage of the joint at any part.exposed to view, and, if not, did synovia
escape, and was the fact of communication established by the finger or
probe? In reference to the elbow, we infer that the position of the
fracture in the olecranon is the only reason for supposing the joint im-
plicated. If the olecrandh were displaced as well as broken this is con-
clusive, but scarcely so otherwise, as compound fractures of the ole-
cranon from direct violence are not very infrequently seen which do not
communicate with the joint, i.e., do not involve the whole thickness of
the bone.-ED. B. M. J.

COMPLIMENTARY ADDRESSES FROM PUPILS TO
THEIR TEACHERS.

SIR,-I have just seen a letter, signed "Fiat Justitia", in the BRITISTI
MEDICAL JOURNAL of the 12th inst.; and beg leave to depart, on this
occasion, from my usual rule of not noticing an anonymous letter.
Your correspondent will find, on inquiry, that the Trinity College

rule levelled at Complimentary Addresses or other acts of Students,
calculated to lead to discussion of the conduct of the College authori-
ties, is by no means obsolete.
The addresses to the late Vice-Provost and to the present University

Anatomist, referred to by your anonymous correspondent, could not,
possibly, have led to any discussion of the conduct of the College
authorities.

In the case of the present proposed address, the circumstances are
widely different. The Provost and Senior Fellows of Trinity College
removed Professor McDowel from the office of Clinical Surgeon to Sir
Patrick Dun's Hospital, and appointed another surgeon to do his duty,
for reasons which, doubtless, appeared to them sufficient; and, conse-
quently, a complimentary address from the students was organised to
condole with him.

I am unable to imagine an act more calculated to destroy collegiate
discipline, or one that comes more completely within the rules which
forbid persons in s/a/u pupillari to criticise publicly the official acts of
their superiors. I am, etc.,

SAMUEL HAUGHTON, AMedical Reg-i.rar, Trini. Coil. Dub.
School of Physic, Trinity College, Dublin, March I4th, I870.

THE POOR-LAW MEDICAL OFFICERS' SUPERANNUA-
TION BILL.

SIR,-Would you permit me to acknowledge the receipt of a petition
in favour of Dr. Brady's Bill, which has been voluntarily forwarded to
me by Dr. W. M. Kelly, the Honorary Secretary of the West Somer-
set Branch, and which has been signed on behalf of that Branch by the
President, Dr. H. J. Alford; and further to make an appeal to the
general body of members, as represented in the various Branches and
in the Council of the Association.
The information which I have obtained within the last few weeks

fully bears out what I have long suspected-that, amongst the 3200
English Poor-law medical officers, are to be found many aged and
poverty-stricken gentlemen who are feebly holding on to their appoint-
ments as their almost entire means of subsistence, and who would gladly
relinquish them to younger men could a very moderate superannuation
allowance be granted them. Hereafter, excerpts from these commu-
nications will be published, in which, whilst the facts will be fully
shown, the identity of the writers will in no way be disclosed. I anm
satisfied that this great boon of superannuation can be obtained in the
present session if the medical profession be true to itself. The Irish
medical officers would have failed to pass their Bill last session if the
Dublin Corporation had not come to their help, and not only petitioned
in its favour, but sent a special deputation to London to press the jus-
tice and expediency of the grant upon the Government. This, too, be
it remembered, they did not because they had the remotest pecuniary
interest in the Bill, but solely for the reason that they were actuated by
a feeling of genuine sympathy with their less fortunately placed medical
brethren.

In consequence of the great pressure of public and private businessin Parliament, Mr. Brady's Bill will not come on for the second reading
until June. In the interval there is anmple time for a petition to be pre-
pared and sent in from every Branch in Great Britain; and an oppor-
tunity is afforded which, I trust, will not be allowed to pass by, for the
Council of the Association not only to petition, but to organise a de-
putation to wait either on Mr. Gladstone or Mr. Goschen in its favour.

In conclusion, permit me to tell the general practitioners who are
scattered over the country that if they will only use the legitimate in-
fluence which they must possess with such of their patients as may be


